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Easy-to-carry, easy-to-use and fun! Youll be speaking more Italian in just one week. No bulky

books! Carry everywhere, learn anywhere... in the car, on the bus, even at the beach! Eight colorful,

illustrated lessons, along with a detailed glossary provide all the basic tools to learn Italian. Each

page features Italian on one side and English on the reverse, with an illustration providing the visual

clues and memory hooks to increase speed of comprehension. Each page features extra grammar

tips, helpful hints, and cultural insights to enrich your learning experience. An audio CD provides

native pronunciation of all material presented plus Mastery Exercises for comprehensive review.
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I am VERY impressed with this series, and it is very convenient to listen to while on the go or even

on your phone, ipod, ipad, etc. as you can download it from the CD onto your computer! What I like

most about this series is that it is easy to understand and it is repetitive. It is nice to hear certain

phrases repeated and also changed depending on that context (in example "Ho Bisogno...." or "Ho

Voglio...."- Many different variations). The price is a huge bargain, as some other series are

$50-$100! There are three weeks of this series, and you don't have to buy them all at once if you

aren't satisfied with them... and I like that you can buy them over time in case you don't want to

spend an arm and a leg on something that doesn't work for you! I also like that the voices aren't

cheesy and they pronounce things very well and easy to understand from a non-italian speaker's

point of view! Overall, I would HIGHLY RECOMMEND this product, and seriously for the price you



can't really go wrong!
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